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Introductory comments

Leonardo da Vinci left a fruitful heritage in the form of
notebooks and loose sheets full of notes and drawings on a
great variety of topics. Although unfortunately an important
part of them is lost, sorne hope is Jeft, however, after two
valuable notebooks were found in the Biblioteca Nacional de
Madrid less than three decades ago [Reti 1975]. Most of the
f1uid-mechanical content of Leonardo's notebooks, including
those which have been known to exist for centuries, has been
overlooked for a long time. Only a few studies exist, by
hydraulicians and aerodynamicists, who have dealt with the
original writings and not with anthologies; however, even the
studies of the originals have not been, until very recently,
really exhaustive. Among those which are good models for
further research, we must include the papers on aeronautics
by Giacomelli in the thirties and those on hydraulics by Arredi
in the forties. We must take into account that, in the history
of the science of f1ow, Leonardo is the first true researcher.
Among his many works as artist, engineer, and scientist, those
concerned with f1uids properties, f1ow, and transport pheno
mena are surely the most original [Macagno 1985b, 1987a]. ln
ail other fields we can find predecessors and con tempora ries
who could have taught him, or competed with him ; not so
in f1uid mechanics, which was almost undeveloped and neglec
ted, with very little correct results to offer, outside Archi
medean hydrostatics.

It must not be forgotten that the f1uid-mechanical
knowledge attained by Leonardo is mainly qualitative,
although he obtained sorne remarkable quantitative results, as
in the cases of the conservation of volume and the law of what
we cali now irrotational vortex [Truesdell 1967, Macagno M.
1975]. 1 do not mean that one should belittle qualitative
knowledge, because it is as valuable as the quantitative [Maca
gno 1953], and surely more precious in times of creation of
a new science or a new discipline. Leonardo studied an
immense variety of f1ows, comprising the f10w of water, air,
gases and vapor, combustion gases, mud, blood, sap, and also
granular materiaIs. In the respective notes we find a mixture
of hit and misses, but what counts is a novel and fresh
approach to f10w phenomena which is, in many aspects, a
pre-view of developments that came only in following centu
ries. Many very important aspects of Leonardo's f10w science
remain to be investigated fully by modern methods based in
present knowledge of theoretical and experimental f1uid
mechanics [Macagno 1982, 1987a].

Leonardo's experiments make sense only if one has general
notions of his main achievements in the corresponding field.
Among his accomplishments in f1uid mechanics, we can count
the remarkable grasp of what we cali now Lagrangian and
Eulerian descriptions of f1uid f10w [Macagno 1991]. The
Lagrangian point of view in Leonardo has so far been over
looked by ail students of Leonardo's manuscripts, in spite of
its being quite obvious, especially in many of his drawings ;
this may be due not only to the lack of knowledge of f1uid
mechanics by many who have written on Leonardo's studies
of f10w [see, e.g. Pedretti 1985], but also to the almost
exclusive use of the Eulerian description by most hydrauli
cians and f1uid-mechanicists until very recent times. Leonardo
was also able to develop sorne understanding of what we
designate as conservation principles, or postulates. Such
understanding was notably keen in the case of conservation
of volume, and less so for mass, momentum, and energy
conservation. Another important achievement is that he
showed a remarkable understanding of resistive forces and of
what we would cali today dissipation of energy or entropy.

Leonardo certainly had his own methodology in science and
engineering, as he possessed it in art, a field in which he was
perhaps more explicit about his approach. He knew that it was
a long struggle before achieving the desired drawing or pain
ting, and so he referred to his method as « cOlllpo/limento oSCllro »
[Gombrich 1966]. That he, as many others, may not have been
completely aware of, and even mistaken about what was his
own methodology, does not at ail mean that it did not exist
[Macagno 1985 b]. For many questions, he extensively and
cleverly used analogical thinking in his investigations,
although he was sometimes misled by analogy, which may be
a deceptive approach unless carefully investigated [Macagno
1986a]. He also made great use of observation and experi
mentation, as is popularly believed although without the
justification of a thorough study in the original documents of
how the really proceeded in this area [Macagno 1989]' Natu
rally, he used trial and error approaches, as universally done
by ail experimentalists. ln addition, he used paradoxes to a
certain extent. To appreciate the role of paradoxes in Leonar
dian f1uid mechanics, one must be weil aware of the important
role they have played, and still play, in hydromechanics [Birk
hoff 1950].

1 have studied previously sorne of the experiments 1
describe in this paper, but they need sorne re-interpretation in
the light of my recent additional investigation of Leonardo's
notes and drawings. Only a few experiments will be consi
dered here, but they cover a wide range of situations. ln
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1. The floating double-box experiment. In one double box, there is water
and air while in the other earth and fire are supposed to be. From
Codex Madrid 1 f4JV.

2. Experiment designed to measure the hydrostatic force on narroUl strips cut
from a vertical tank Ulall. From Codex Hammer 6R. A device for the
entire wall is shown in Codex Madrid f 49 V.

3. Paradoxical siphons from the Codex Hammer J4R.

4. Self-priming siphon from Codex Hammer J4 V.

5, According to Leonardo, the vibration of the board on Ulhich the cone of
granular material seats, can induce a circulatory fioUl, central/y ascendant,
and descendant on the slopes. From Codex Madrid l, f06V.
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SOME REMARKABLE EXPERIMENTS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI 465

hydrostatics, 1 will include the expetimenr of the Aoating
double box [Macagno 1982], which is crucial in tegatd to the
old physics which Leonatdo had difficulties in putting to use.
Also in hydrostatics, the designs of expetimental determina
tions of forces and pressure distribution on the walls of a tank
are remarkable. In the area of Aow phenomena, 1 will include
Leonardo's studies of impingement of jets, perforation of
nappes by jets, siphon Aow, and Aow of granular materials.
The criterion for the above selection is that each experiment
illustrates an important facet of the experimenralist's work in
Leonardo, including both successes and failures. The core of
the paper is, however, an extraordinarily meaningful experi
ment, which contains enough data for a quanritative analysis.

Experiments revisited

If a cylindrical conrainer with two compartments encloses
water in one and air in the other, and it has a relatively low
ratio ofheight to diameter, it may Aoat stably in two positions.
In figt/re l, we see Leonardo's sketch for the case with water
on top. This experiment could have been devised to inves
tigate the stability of Aoating bodies like ships, which wouId
surely be the first inrerpretation if a hydraulician or a naval
architect reads the description or examines the corresponding
drawings. However, 1 was not able to find any trace of an
understanding of hydrostatic stability in the rest of Leonardo's
notebooks. 1 consider now wrong my first conclusion about
the significance of this experiment. By rereading his specifie
commenrs, and mainly by purring together many other notes
on air and water in the midst and outside their spheres, 1 have
come to the conclusion that what Leonardo was looking at
here was an experimental reality surely paradoxical to him, and
surely al50 to any of this conremporaries imbued with the
physics of their times (both Greek and Medieval physics). In
this experimenr, they cou Id see that it was possible to put
water and air outside their spheres, and, in spite of the device
seemingly being free to turn over, it would not do 50. As long
as the ratio height over diameter is somewhat below a critical
value, one can disturb the double box trying to help the
overturn but it will not happen easily, and of course, not
spontaneously. It must have been very puzzling indeed to see
that there could be portions of warer outside the water sphere,
which would not « desire» to return to their home. This
experiment showed something that Leonardo also knew
happened in relative equilibrium when a cylindrical container
partly filled with water is rotated. Within the traditional
physics he had inherited, there was a truly paradoxical viola
tion of the principle that water and air, if free, would al ways
go back to their respective spheres. Nowadays we know more
about dynamics, and we know what maintains the Auids avay
from their spheres, it is c1early within the laws of ewtonian
mechanics. But to Leonardo such an explanation was comple
tely out of the question; and we cannot imagine how he could
have found one. What he was able to establish was that there
were crucial, simple experimenrs that disproved long accepted
tenets of the received knowledge of physics.

Leonardo's studies of hydrostatic forces and pressures are
inreresting because his approach is 50 different from that of
Archimedes, who made a magnificenr contribution but confi
ned within the domain of an axiomatic statics [Dijksterhuis
1957, Arredi 1942-43]. Leonardo erred seriously regarding
hydrostatic forces as illustrated by his notion that the sum of
the forces on the walls and bottom of a cubic tank would be
equal to the weight of the water [Macagno 1982]. This mistake
was perhaps mitigated by the experimenrs he designed regar
ding the same forces. In conrrast, his notions about pressure
were much c10ser to being correct. His approach was eminen
rly experimenral, and among the several experiments con
ceived to reveal knowledge about pressure, the c1everest is the
one in which he divided the wall in horizontal strips as to
aUow measurements of what we may denote by !lF (fig. 2).

By making equal ail the areas !lA of the strips, !lF comes very
close to revealing the pressure distribution. That Leonardo
did actually realize this experimental arrangemenr, and measu
red the forces, is doubtful, but even if this, and other expe
rimenrs, were only « gedanken Experimente '), they would still
be enough to ensure him a place in the history of hydrostatics.

Perhaps also in the category of thought experiments [Kuhn
1977] are those in which Leonardo proposes to « the adver
sary » the consideration of certain siphons which some of my
studenrs, just beginning their first course in Auid mechanics,
thought could work. Those students were misled by an appli
cation of analysis of equilibrium and impending motion borro
wed from the mechanics of solids. Some of those students
argued on the basis that there was 50 much weight on the
delivery side of the siphon and 50 litrle in the other side that
it had to work. Two such siphons are illustrated in figt/re J (See
others in the Codex Atlanticus, Macagno 1986b). Ir is perhaps
pertinent here to mention another experiment that may have
puzzled Leonardo very much, knowing that he considered the
effects of what we call now surface tension to be very strange,
almost mysterious. He knew that the siphon illustrated in
figure 4 actually works as a self-priming device ; one can repeat
it very easily with a piece of dry felt which is placed around
the rim of the vessel as shown in Leonardo's sketch; the
sponraneous capillary rise primes the siphon.

There are a number of experiments of Aow of granular
materiaJ in Leonardo's notebooks. One that is revealing of its
wide interest is that of the circulation in a cone of granular
material which has been formed over a board that is then
carefully subjected to vibration (fig. J). Leonardo experimen
ted with granular materials in different ways; for example, he
let them come out of an orifice at the bottom of a hopper and
form cones. Leonardo believed thàt the cone shape should
follow some excessively simple geometric law (see, e.g.
CA 238R), but what is interesting here is not so much this
phase of the experiment as the second one, sketched in figure J.
Leonardo subjected the board, on which the cones were
formed, to vibrations; he described the ensuing internaI Aow
very well, but we do not know what means he used to
visualize such Aow. There is an important detail in that
Leonardo formed the cones in one particular case by tapping
on a board which was covered initially with a presumably
uniform layer of granular material ; this resulted in the forma
tion of cones and it was for such cones, after becoming stable,
that he wrote the following comment:

lfyou would hit the board covered 1vith grant/lar material, it 1villgather
in a nt/mber of monticles. ln such fIlonticles, the grains will flow d011m
t01pards the base frolll the vertex of the cone. There, they re-enter
underneath !!Ioving t01pards the middle and up to fall again frofll the
top of such fIlonticle. ln this 1Pay, the material1pill circulate along the
right triangle amn as fIla1!Y tiflles as the perClission continues.
(CMI J 26V)

Il have repeated this experiment with granular materials of
different colors to visualize the motion and found Leonardo's
description of the circulation to be correct [Macagno 1982].

The significance of this and similar studies of Aow of
granular material is two-fold, because they seem to be the first
studies of what we call now soil mechanics, and perhaps still
more inrerestingly, because they were constantly linked via
analogy with the Aow of watet. In some cases, as when
analyzing thin jets, Leonardo was correct in his assumptions ;
we still use, as a good approximation, a similar approach to
study thin jets when we take for granted that the path of a
single particle tells what all those in a jet will do. But when
trying to determine the Aow of water towards and orifice in
the borrom of a tank, in spite of a c1everly conceived expe
riment described below, he erred due to effects of rotation in
the water that escaped his powers of observation [Macagno
1982]. The experimenr, however, is well conceived to inves
tigate the Aow of granular material as one can deduce from
the description in Codex Arlanricus 465 R. After pointing out
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6. Allenlps at nlodel/ing flow of water towards a bollonl orifice by nJeans of
granular nlaterials of different colors. From Codex Atlanticus 467R.

7. Experinlents with inlpinging jets. (Macagno at Hydromechanics
Laboratory Karlsruhe University, '97l).

8. Experiments on illteractions ofjets and nappes. (Maeagno at Hydro
mechanics Laboratory Karlsruhe University, 1977).

9. Devices sOIl/etimes described as table-fountains, but also used to disCIIss the
re/atioll between properties ofjets and the pressure inside the bel/ows due
to the weights actillg UpOIl thenl. From Codex Madrid l 124V.

IO. Fanli/y ofjets showing the effect of resistance. Note that effect on
vertical and nearly vertical jets seems ta be emphasized. From
Ms F, lllstitut de Frallce, 16V.
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SOME REMARKABLE EXPERIMENTS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI 467

at some differences between the Aow of water and granular
material from a tank with a bottom orifice, Leonardo describes
an experiment (Jig. 6) with seeds which deserves quotation in
full :

Metbod of experimenting

Vessel IJJitb granlliar material and orifice in tbe bottom, IJJitb the
letters m - S - nf:
To see experimeJJtalD' IJJhicb millet }}Jill be tbe one that COllleS Ollt
tbrollgb tbe oriJice in the bottom of tbe vessel, take a piece of tbill paper
and form a tllbe arolllld a cane of IIlIiform diameter alld gille the ellds.
Tbm take a}}Jay the calle alld close tbe 10}}Jer end (of tbe tllbe) and
tben Jill tbe tllbe Ivitb black millet. Tben Pllt tbis tllbe close the orifice
of tbe lIessel so that the closed end coincides witb it. Then Jill tbe lIessel
IJJitb IJJbite millet. Ollce tbis is done, remolle tbe tube IJJithollt removing
tbe stopper tbat IJJas IIsed to close it. ln tbis lJJay,yolI balle SIIrrollnded
tbe black millet IIlitb wbite millet. Then open tbe orifice completely
and qllickly, alld observe tbe descent of tbe millet to see IJJbetber it is
black or IJJbite, and ill IIlbat proportion, alld YOIl IJJil1 be able to
determine IJJbich millet comes Ollt Jirst, tbe black millet IJJbicb is located
verticalD' abOlIe tbe orifice or tbe wbite millet Ivbich is more remote.
Bllt 1 have some dOllbts tbat Ivben tbe black millet is close to tbe last
i.e., it Ivill be 100v and tbe Ivbite mi/let will be IIlitb its slopes bigh
as sbollJJl in - m n - Ivbite millet - alld Sf - black millet 
that tbe Ivhile millet IIdl not fall dOIlJJl before the black millet.
(CA 46jR)

This is an experiment that is really easy to repeat, and 1 have
done it. 1 believe that the reader can do it also and would learn
more in that way than if 1 wou Id describe ml' own experience.
The same container can be used for warer, and in such a case,
1 recommend to try two variants: one without any initial
circulation of the water, and one with circulation. Only by
experimenting oneself can one really begin to understand what
Leonardo's experiments mean, and how much one can learn
even in cases in which no measurement is performed [Maca
gno '982J.

The impingement of Auid jets is only a part of a wider area
of study that one finds in several notebooks and codices of
Leonardo. Perforation of water nappes is an extension of such
a topic, and 1 will comment on both phenomena here. We find
evidence in the technical drawings of Leonardo, that he was
interested in jets coming out from two bellows (which were
apparently used for both liquids and gases) that came together,
perhaps in order ta mix different Auids [Codex Atlanticus
I6jR, Macagno 1989a]. Of course, in many Auvial problems
two streams come together and interact sometimes strongly,
sometimes weakly. There is also the intersection of diagonal
stationary waves, which Leonardo, for some time, mistakenly
assumed to be currents, instead of moving forms. The impin
gement of two jets was illustrated repeatedly by Leonardo
with the two solutions of bouncing and merging. At some
points, Leonardo seems to indicate that two Auid jets could
go across each other as two beams of light.

1 went through the experience of asking some of ml'
colleagues if they believed that two jets could come together
and bounce back (without mentioning Leonardo, of course) ;
sometimes 1 was told that 1 should know better ! But 1 decided
ta experiment, and after enough variations of parameters 1 was
able to obtain jets that wou Id either merge or separate after
a brief encounter (Jig. 7). A similar experience characterized
ml' laboratory study of perforation of nappes by jets (Jig. 8) ;
one cou Id obtain one or the other with more ease than in the
case of impingements of jets. Only once, in a water fountain,
have 1 ever been able to see as a natural occurrence of this
phenomenon in m)' many )'ears of watching Aows that happen
around me. There is a possibilit)' that Leonardo had a similar
chance; we will never know, but the fact is that in many places
in his notes we find descriptions of these experimental results.
Some people want ta attribute ail of Leonardo's findings to
good chance, but then it would seem that Leonardo was luck)'
almost ever)' day of his Iife !

To close this brief summary of some of the jets experiments
b)' Leonardo, let us look at those experiments in which he
studies jets in order to learn what happens to the pressure in
the containers from which the jets issue [Macagno '98 sa,
'987a, bJ. The experiments of this kind described in the Codex
Madrid (and also in CA 64R) are ver)' revealing (Jig.9).
Leonardo knew about jets that are directed vertically upwards,
not onl)' in connection with what Torricelli was going to
investigate brilliantly later, but also from a more difficult point
of view; within a certain range upwardly directed jets fall
upon themselves, thus strongly hindering their reach. Man)'
designers of fountains take advantage of this effect.
Knowledge about the possible reduced reach of vertical and
almost vertical jets is reAected in the famil)' of jets in the Ms F
(Jig. 10) which suggest a (not drawn) envelope that peaks not
for the vertical jet (which is shown with a reduced reach) but
for a jet with some initial inclination that ensures free upward
Aow [Macagno '987a]. To think of this experiment as revea
ling Leonardo's concept of a famil)' of curves is ail right, but
the most important aspect is that of the knowledge of dissi
pation of energ)' that makes evident. The notion of dissipation
of energ)' can be found in several places in Leonardo's manus
cripts. This is another example of paradox in the knowledge
of Auid mechanics that Leonardo attained : he seems to have
seen more c1earl)' the notion of dissipation of energ)' than that
of energ)' itself.

Leonardian notions about resistance to motion

ln man y instances, Leonardo da Vinci demonstrated having
a d,rect knowledge of resistance to motion as wei! as a grasp
of the notion, so familiar to us today, of the ever present
dissipation of energ)' in mechanical systems. Leonardo expres
sed his notions about the effect of resistance in connection
with the height reached b)' a bail or a projectile after impact
on the ground, or about the height reached by water under
the action of another water coming down, or by the action
of descending bodies used as loads on vertical bellows. He
studied the vertical reach of jets, as weil as their horizontal
reach. He knew the difference between the limitations to
vertical reach of an upwardly launched projectile and that of
a water jet shooting verticall)' upward [see, e.g., Codex
Madrid 1 124V]. We must take into account that when
Leonardo was tr)'ing to explain some of his observations, he
would frequently resort to the physics that he had somehow
learned from readings or conversations with learned people.
Thus we find discussions about resistance tainted with reasons
that show such an inAuence. For instance, in spite of his
experimental knowledge about friction, Leonardo would attri
bute the asymmetr)' of the path of a projectile with both
ascending and descending branches to the « desire of Ihe projec
tile to relllm 10 earlb )) after reaching the maximum height [CM
1 147R]. ln this contribution, the case of the effect of resistance
on a pendulum will be considered following Leonardo's anal y
sis. 1t is a passage that offers much more insight than many
others on similar topics. But before, we will examine some
additional related questions.

As one examines the drawings in the notebooks of Leonar
do, it is eas)' to develop the feeling that he believed in
perpetuai motion, but in fact he condemned in ver)' harsh
terms those who perpetual!y tried to make machines that
would work for ever, or even produce energy weil above thar
which was provided to them [Macagno 1982]. Precisel)' from
the Codex Madrid, we have a passage concerning those
pursuing the chimera of perpetuaI motion. About them
Leonardo wrote :

Among tbe ma'!)' sllperj/llolls, impossible credlllilies ofmankind, 1 have
fOllnd tbe searcb for continuai molion, also called by some the perpelllai
Ivbeel. Tbis bas lasled for ma'!)' cenluries in a long seareb and
experimentation al greal expemes. And it bas occupied most of Ibe
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1 I. Decay of oscillations. Drawings from the Codex Madrid 1 147R.
One of the small sketches illustrates the decaying height attained
by a bouncing bail. The large drawing is presumably a record
of the observed decay of oscillations of a pendulum.

men who ftnd delight in hydraulic and war machines as weil as other
clever devices. And ftnally it has always happened to them what
happens to the alchemists, that for a small detail the whole thingfails.
Now, l intend to be charitable to that band of researchers : to grant
them a period of qllied in their endeavors as long as it takes me to
complete this little work of mine. Moreover, their promises to others
will have the desired end, and they will not have to be running away
dlle to the impossible things they have promised to the princes and rtllers
ofpeoples. l remember to have seen ma'!} people of different cotmtries
driven to the city to Venice by their puerile credlliity and great hopes
of HlOneymaking Iry implanting mills in stagnant Ivater. As they cOllld
not, after great expenses, start sllch machines, they were compelled to
set themselves in hastily motion away from such region.

On the' other hand, in passages, that are less known perhaps
because what concerns f1uid mechanics has been largely igno
red or neglected by historians of science, Leonardo was cons
tantly concerned with resistance ta motion, and the corres
ponding dissipation of energy. Of course, in his terminology
there could not be room for what we only in rather recent
times have designated as dissipation of energy, or entropy, and
also for the concept of energy, but he undoubtedly had a grasp
of such notions in an incipient form. Leonardo appears in
many instances interested in perpetuai machines, and one is
sometimes wondering if he was completely free from this
spell. Personally, 1 do not find strange that one wouId want
ta study proposed perpetuai machines and examine the argu
ments of their inventors. It is sometimes quite an intellectual
challenge to demonstrate where is the mistake in a concrete,
direct way, rather than just discarding the particular example
with arguments based on general principles of modern
physics.

ln modern analytical mechanics,. we consider many times
the behavior of friction!ess systems which provide many theo
retical examples of continuai motion; for instance a wheel free
to rotate on its axle, if we assume that it is completely free
from friction, will continue to rotate forever, in the same way
that a' body will continue in motion for ever under the
conditions of the first of the Newtonian laws of mechanics.
The same would be true of a pendulum once set in motion
with a given amplitude. This is not the same as the idea of
perpetuai machines, which not only would continue ta move
but wouId also yield a constant rate of work without receiving
a corresponding amount of energy.

Leonardo's notions about dissipation of energy are found
in many of his notes, and are evident in a number of his
drawings. For instance, in drawings of the path of a projectile,
or in drawings of jets, the curves he drew show what we call
taday an asymptotic behavior, which we know is what
happens if resistance is ta ken into account. This feature is
taday illustrated not only in books on ballistics, but even in
standard textbooks of engineering mechanics. lt is easy ta
show that a body experiencing linear resistance has a path with
a vertical asymptote located at a horizontal distance easily
expressed by the ratio U/k,. here U is the initial horizontal
velocity, and k the resistance coefficient in du/dt = - kil, the
differential equation of motion for the x-component.
Somewhat more involved is the analysis for a resistance
proportional to the square of the velocity, and even more for
a resistance which would take into account present knowledge
of f1uid mechanics about resistive forces in f1uids (See, e.g.,
Synge and Griffith 1949), but the vertical asymptote is found
in ail cases.
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Leonardo on decay of oscillations

ln the Codex Madrid, CMI 147R, we find two examples of
oscilla tory motions of diminishing amplitude. In one, a small
sketch illustrates the successive bouncings of a bail (ba/zo di
ba/la) which initially has hit the ground at an angle; in the
other, the decay of the oscillations of a pendulum (gravità
sospesa) are shown in a better drawing (fig. ll). Leonardo's
brief comment for this figure is :

That accidentai motion ]}JiI/ be more like its initial natllra/motion in
patb /engtb in tbe proportion that is sborter, 1/JhCII il is accomp/ished
as a SIIspended IVeigbt. (CMI 147R)

ln a few words we have here a description of an important
feature that was perceived by Leonardo; namely that in his
pendulum there was stronger decay for large amplitudes than
for small ones. But the use of the terms cc natllra/motion » and
cc accidentallllotion » to describe the descending and the ascen
ding part of the pendulum path should also be noted, because
we know that Leonardo used terminology and also concepts
of the old physics, presumably for lack of anything better. 1
am convinced that we also fail to escape the use of received
terms and concepts when we want to give profound expla
nation of sorne of our own empirical findings, with the
dilference being that we are somewhat better armed in theo
retical and mathematical terminology than Leonardo was.

Leonardo's data for his pendulum were probably originally
recorded in a rather direct manner as he watched the oscil
lations. \XIhat we have is a drawing in which Leonardo marked
the successive positions of reversai of the motion of the
pendulum. \XIe do not know how he transferred the results to
a smaller scale (fig. ll). 1 believe that Leonardo was not
familiar with the measurement of angles in degrees. 1 have
considered the hypothesis that he couId have approached the
problem in the manner of an artist capable of depicting a
moving body in several posirions \Vith reasonable accuracy.
Perhaps he used a semi-circle (not a protractor) made of metal
or wood and simply proceeded to mark positions on it, or
maybe, he used the shadow of the pendulum on a piece of
clotho \XIe will probably never know how he constructed this
graphical record, but the data from it appear as amazingly
consistent when represented in a Cartesian diagram.

Analysis of Leonardo's data

1 have enlarged Leonardo's drawing and had the angles read
by dilferent persons, and taken an average for each. 1 have
considered these readings as data originated by Leonardo da
Vinci, and subjected them to careful study. Usually, 1 would
have considered exploring this matter by means of the labo
ratory method, and mounted dilferent pendulums with which
to experiment mysclf until finding data like those of Leonardo.
Fortunately, however, similar work had already been done by
sorne students in my course of Experimental Methods in Fluid
Mechanics at the University of Iowa. My students experi
mented with pendulums moving through air and water.
Therefore, 1 knew that the search for a physical pendulum that
would behave like that of Leonardo could be a frustating
trial-and-error task. On the other hand, 1 knew that the
analysis of the pendulums used by my students was satisfac
torily achieved by applying a simplified calculation, based on
modern knowledge of resistance to motion through a fluid.
It is quite likely that Leonardo's pendulum was moving
through air and not through other fluids, according to sorne
explora tory tests that 1 carried out mysclf anyway. Thus, 1
decided to focus on an analytical rather than an experimental
methodology in my study of the data.

To analyze the data from the Codex Madrid 1, 1 have made
several assumptions, which are inspired in those used by my
students in the above mentioned work.

1. The pendulum was surrounded by otherwise still air.
Z. The length and shape were such that the relative flow

was turbulent (square law of resistance) for large amplitudes,
and shifted to laminar (resistance proportional to the velocity)
for small amplitudes. Since we know nothing about the shape
of the pendulum, it would seem unwarranted to try a more
complex scheme for the resistance law.

3. The dry-friction resistance was negligible. This is based
on knowing that Leonardo knew how to reduce friction to
very small values [Reti 1980).

4. One can use finite dilferences, and take as time interval
the one half period of the oscillations, and use as velocity the
average over that rime.

5. The duration of the period can be calculated by deter
mining the period from the already classical formula of the
pendulum with large-amplitude oscillations [Synge & Griffith
1949)' The available expression is for zero resistance, but we
will use the knowledge that in damped oscillations, the resis
tance must be rather large to have an important influence on
the period.

6. \XIe will also assume, since we are interested in establis
hing whether the trend of Leonardo's data is approximatcly
correct and not concerned with the accuracy of his individual
measurements, that we do not need to match absolute values
but only relative values of the decay of the oscillations. This
includes a variation of parameters in search for the assumed
transition from turbulent to laminar flow.

Approximate expressions

ln order to establish the approximate formulas, we begin by
examining the exact dilferential and integral equations avai
lable for the study of this problem. The momentum equation
for the pendulum of mass m and length L (fig. 12), including
a general resistance force R, is

m(dv/dt) = - mg sin e - R

Because III performs a circular motion, we can express the
velocity v as L(de/dt). If we do this and multiply the above
equation by I)dt = ds = L de, we obtain the following equa
tion

md(V')z) = - mg L sin ede - RLde

which after integration yields

m(V,,2/2) - mg cos e" =

J
O'

= M( V,2j2) - mg cos e' - RL de .
o'

12. Two defil1itiol1 sketches for the calcl//atiol1s of the duay of oscillatiol1s
of a pendll/I/ni described il1 the text.
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This is ta be interpreted as follows : the sum of kinetic and
potential energy at one position is equal to the value at a
preceding position minus the energy dissipated by the resis
tance to motion in between the two positions. For a given
pendulum and a given fluid, the resistance can be assumed to
depend on the values of e and of de/dt. For a fluid of high
density we should include the acceJeration as an additional
variable; i.e., we should take inta account the added mass
effect. But for a pendulum which is relatively heavy moving
through air this would surely be an unjustified refinement.

We will be using finite differences with rather large time
intervals, and we need to have sorne estimate of the errors
involved. We have two cases ta consider: that of quadratic
resistance law, and that of linear-resistance law. We will use,
however, a single expression with an exponent III which can
take one value or the other.

R = kV" = kL"'(de/dt)m

we replace de/dt at any step by (a" + ~")/T,,, where T" is the
time for the pendulum ta sweep the angle a" + ~" (fig. 12).
\VIe now have

R = kLIII(o.n + !3n)/T,;'.

This may seem ta be a very crude approximation, but expe
rience with approximate calculations can teach that one cannot
easily conjecture the relative importance of the error intro
duced without experimenting with the calcuJation scheme
selected. One should try very simple schemes and use them
if some testing reveals that they prove to be satisfactory. 1
have taken a linear oscillator of behavior similar to that of
Leonardo but with linear resistance, for which one can calcu
late mathematically the decay of the oscillations, and perfor
med approximate calculations with time intervals equal ta half
the period of the pendulum. The results gave me confidence
in my approximations.

The equation used to compute amplitudes for our theore
tical pendulum is the following

COS o.. - cos !3 n = C (an + !3n)/II/T,;'

which is derived from the expressions given above. This
formula is simpler because at the extreme positions in each half
oscillation, the kinetic energy vanishes. The angles in this
formula are those at the beginning and at the end of each half
period T; C is a constant; because we consider a dissipative
force, it seems necessary ta introduce values of T somewhat
larger than those of a pendulum without resistance, but sorne
calculations have shown that the correction would be too
small compared with other errors. A calculation with an
extreme decay from 90° to about jOo has shown that the
change in the period is less than 2 %.

In figllre 'J, 1 show the comparison between the data read
from Leonardo's drawing and the calculations using modern
procedures (points for Leonardo's data, and crosses for my
calculations). The point for n = 8 was left out by Leonardo
and therefore is also missing in figllre lJ. This figure shows
general agreement and sorne local deviations. These deviations
can be diminished at one end or the other but not at both.
An intermediate solution has beed adopted. We should take
into account that we are not exaITÙning data from a modern
laboratory, but data that were undoubtedly based on rather
crude procedures of which nothing is known.

This experiment is remarkable in several aspects. It is
significant that Leonardo appears to have been able ta observe
quantitatively, and not only qualitatively, a fact that may be
considered by many as a great feal. lt is, however, the choice
of the decay of oscillations as an iterative evidence of dissi
pation of energy at each step that must be emphasized. We
should also note that this is a much easier observation than
that of resistance for projectiles or for falling bodies with
which Leonardo was also familiar. It is also much easier ta
observe the effect ta resistance in the pendulum than in water
jets. The decay of the bouncing heights of a bail (depicted in
fig. Il) is also an interesting experiment, although not so easy
ta perform.
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Conclusion

471

r\S one examines more and more experiments described by
Leonardo, it becomes apparent that a number of them are of
a fundamental nature. The simple experiment of the decay of
the oscillations of a pendulum is of significance in the anal l'sis
of Leonardo's studies of mechanics and Auid mechanics
because it offers a sohd justification to the many passages in
his notebooks in which we find notions and concepts about
resistance, and therefore about dissipation of energy. His
experiment oA'ers a way of exploring Auid resistance in a rather
simple experimental arrangement, which visualizes repetiti
vell' the continuai decay of the amplitude. Ali of this must
have played a raie resulting in a strong conviction which we
see manifest in the harsh condemnation by Leonardo of those
around him seeking to accomplish perpetuai motion machines.
Such condemnation is found in the same notebook in which
he registered his notes on the decay of the oscillations in
different phenomena. It mal' seem paradoxical that Leonardo
did not pal' attention (at least in the extant documents) to the
duration of the oscillations of a pendulum depending on its
length, or the more diAîcult-to-observe eft"ect due to the ampli-

tude of the oscillations, and instead used the pendulum as an
experimental device to study the eAect of resistance to motion.

From the point of view of Auid mechanics, the manuscripts
of Leonardo contain a treasure that has not l'et been fully
explored. Thi, contribution to a synthesis of such material has
been focu,cd on a group of remarkable fundamental experi
ments, some of which must have convinced Leonardo that he
could not rely on the received knowledge of physics. That he,
singlehandedl y, did so much to understand the physical world
around him is his major accomplishment. \XIe will never know
whether he had full awareness of how far he had advanced into
new unknown terri tory that was only to be explored in
centuries following his own. But in the Codex Madrid we have
a note that reveals his awareness that he had ventured into a
new world much more fascinating, 1 think, than the one
explored by his contemporary Christopher Columbus, of
whose accomplishments not a single note seems to ha ve been
made by Leonardo da Vinci. These two great men seem to
have lived oblivious one from the other.
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